Abstract.-Disentangling species boundaries and phylogenetic relationships within recent evolutionary radiations is a challenge due to the poor morphological differentiation and low genetic divergence between species, frequently accompanied by phenotypic convergence, interspecific gene flow and incomplete lineage sorting. Here we employed a genotyping-by-sequencing (GBS) approach, in combination with morphometric analyses, to investigate a small western Mediterranean clade in the flowering plant genus Linaria that radiated in the Quaternary. After confirming the morphological and genetic distinctness of eight species, we evaluated the relative performances of concatenation and coalescent methods to resolve phylogenetic relationships. Specifically, we focused on assessing the robustness of both approaches to variations in the parameter used to estimate sequence homology (clustering threshold). Concatenation analyses suffered from strong systematic bias, as revealed by the high statistical support for multiple alternative topologies depending on clustering threshold values. By contrast, topologies produced by two coalescent-based methods (NJ st , SVDquartets) were robust to variations in the clustering threshold. Reticulate evolution may partly explain incongruences between NJ st , SVDquartets and concatenated trees. Integration of morphometric and coalescent-based phylogenetic results revealed (i) extensive morphological divergence associated with recent splits between geographically close or sympatric sister species and (ii) morphological convergence in geographically disjunct species. These patterns are particularly true for floral traits related to pollinator specialization, including nectar spur length, tube width and corolla color, suggesting pollinatordriven diversification. Given its relatively simple and inexpensive implementation, GBS is a promising technique for the phylogenetic and systematic study of recent radiations, but care must be taken to evaluate the robustness of results to variation of data assembly parameters.
Recent evolutionary radiations constitute ideal systems to investigate evolution, speciation and adaptation (Schluter 2000; Hughes and Eastwood 2006; Seehausen 2006; Valente et al. 2010; Farrington et al. 2014) . To understand the causes and direction of evolutionary change, robust systematic treatments and well-resolved phylogenies are required. However, disentangling species boundaries and phylogenetic relationships within recent evolutionary radiations is a challenge due to the low genetic divergence between species, frequently accompanied by interspecific gene flow and incomplete lineage sorting (ILS) (Shaw 2002; Shaffer and Thomson 2007) . This leads to poor resolution, low support values and short branch lengths in phylogenetic trees, interpreted as signatures of rapid diversification (Valente et al. 2010; Meiklejohn et al. 2016) . Although morphological diversity may be considerable, the high frequency of phenotypic convergence further confounds systematics and phylogeny, yet it has high evolutionary interest because it is potentially informative about recurrent adaptive traits and their molecular basis (e.g. Whittall et al. 2006; Muschick et al. 2012) . Some authors cast doubt on the possibility of resolving recent radiations in the tree of life because of these difficulties (Vargas and Zardoya 2014) , and even state-of-the-art approaches have methodological challenges to overcome (Harvey et al. 2016) .
In plants, classical approaches to phylogenetic analysis are based on a small number of loci, frequently nuclear ribosomal DNA (nrDNA), plastid DNA (ptDNA) and low-copy number genes (Sang 2002; Álvarez and Wendel 2003; Shaw et al. 2007 ). This strategy has been proven effective to resolve some recent radiations, and is frequently able to recover major clades and evolutionary patterns (Givnish et al. 2009; Guzmán et al. 2009 ). However, incongruence between loci that may result from hybridization and ILS, among other causes, often brings about uncertainty regarding species boundaries and species-level relationships (Blanco-Pastor et al. 2012) . Under these conditions, the sequencing of a large number of genome-wide genetic markers, accompanied by thorough intraspecific sampling of individuals, is a requirement to resolve systematic and phylogenetic questions. To achieve this, several approaches based on next generation sequencing (NGS) have been proposed in recent years, including sequence capture, transcriptomics, and restriction digest-based methods (Lemmon and Lemmon 2013; McCormack et al. 2013; Harvey et al. 2016 ). Restriction digest-based NGS methods comprise a number of procedures, including those known as restriction-site 250 2018 FERNÁNDEZ-MAZUECOS ET AL.-USING GBS TO RESOLVE RECENT PLANT RADIATIONS 251 associated DNA sequencing (RAD-Seq) and genotypingby-sequencing (GBS) (van Orsouw et al. 2007; Baird et al. 2008; Davey et al. 2011; Elshire et al. 2011; Peterson et al. 2012; Poland et al. 2012) . Despite the plethora of protocols that have been published, a NGS-based method that is universally and routinely applicable by systematic biologists is yet to be established as a replacement to conventional phylogenetic approaches. Such a method should not only be capable of providing genomewide phylogenetic information but should also be costand time-effective, involve relatively simple laboratory protocols, and should not require a sequenced reference genome or previous genomic information ( Lemmon and Lemmon 2013; McCormack et al. 2013 ). Ideally, it should also be successful with fragmented DNA available from biological collections of various ages.
In addition to laboratory protocols, uncertainties also remain concerning the bioinformatic analysis of large numbers of genomic loci with potentially conflicting phylogenetic signals. The concatenated approach has frequently been favored because of its analytical speed (Wagner et al. 2013; Hipp et al. 2014) . However, simulation studies show that, even when analyzing thousands of loci, concatenated analysis can produce inconsistent results in the presence of ILS (Kubatko and Degnan 2007) . Species tree methods based on the multi-species coalescent approach therefore should be preferred to deal with this problem but they may be computationally intensive (reviewed by Liu et al. 2015) . In addition, as for concatenation methods, species tree methods may be inconsistent in the presence of hybridization . Coalescent-based phylogenetic network methods, capable of dealing with gene flow, are even more computationally intensive, but more efficient implementations of these are currently in development (Solís-Lemus and Ané 2016).
Here we have analyzed species boundaries, phylogenetic relationships, and patterns of morphological evolution during speciation in a small radiation of flowering plants, the Iberian clade of Linaria subsect. Versicolores (Fernández-Mazuecos et al. 2013a ). According to current taxonomic treatments, this clade comprises eight taxa endemic or sub-endemic to the Iberian Peninsula, in the western Mediterranean biodiversity hotspot (Sáez and Bernal 2009; Vigalondo et al. 2015; Blanca et al. 2017) . This clade constitutes an excellent study system for the understanding of pollinator-driven floral evolution and speciation because it has high phenotypic diversity in floral traits promoting pollinator specialization, including corolla tube width, corolla color and nectar spur length (Fernández-Mazuecos et al. 2013a) . Nectar spurs in particular have been considered a key evolutionary innovation, promoting speciation and morphological diversity (Kay et al. 2006; Fernández-Mazuecos and Glover 2017) . However, the Iberian clade also displays a number of features that make it a challenging study case from both a systematic and phylogenetic standpoint (Fernández-Mazuecos et al. 2013a; Fernández-Mazuecos and Vargas 2015; Vigalondo et al. 2015) : (i) recent and rapid radiation, dated back to the Quaternary; (ii) potential instances of phenotypic convergence; (iii) incongruence between ptDNA and nrDNA (internal transcribed spacer, ITS) phylogenies; (iv) inconsistent results between concatenation-and coalescent-based phylogenies of combined ptDNA+ITS data; and (v) lack of monophyly of intraspecific samples and extensive sharing of ptDNA haplotypes across species. As a result, previous attempts to resolve relationships with standard phylogenetic markers were unable to recover a reliable species-level phylogeny for this clade.
To generate genome-wide phylogenetic markers, we selected the genotyping-by-sequencing approach first described by Elshire et al. (2011) as it does not require previous genomic information and is relatively simple and inexpensive compared to related restriction digestbased methods. This makes it a good candidate to become a universally applicable NGS replacement for conventional phylogenetic approaches. This method has recently been successfully applied to species phylogenetics and species delimitation (Escudero et al. 2014; Nicotra et al. 2016 ), but questions remain concerning the analytical approach to GBS data, such as the treatment of missing data (whether loci with large proportions of missing sequences should be excluded or not; Roure et al. 2013; Huang and Knowles 2014; Eaton et al. 2016) or the relative merits of concatenated and coalescent-based approaches to infer species phylogenies (DaCosta and Sorenson 2016) .
Our objective was to use both morphometric data and genome-wide genetic markers generated by GBS in the Iberian clade of Linaria subsect. Versicolores to: (i) test species limits, thus achieving a robust systematic treatment; (ii) infer a well-supported species phylogeny comparing the relative performances of concatenation and coalescent-based methods; (iii) analyze the patterns of morphological evolution during speciation, particularly those potentially linked to pollinator specialization. The ultimate goal was to establish a unified approach that allows the resolution of the elusive species limits and phylogenetic relationships in a recent radiation.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Study System
The eight taxa currently recognized in the Iberian clade of Linaria subsect. Versicolores and acronyms used hereafter in this article are listed in Table 1 (Sáez and Bernal 2009; Vigalondo et al. 2015; Blanca et al. 2017 ; see Supplementary Appendix S1 available on Dryad at http://dx.doi.org/10.5061/dryad.mp818). One of these taxa has been treated as either a species or a subspecies (L. salzmannii or L. viscosa subsp. spicata), while the other seven have been consistently treated as species. An additional taxon has been described, L. viscosa subsp. crassifolia (CRA) (Sutton 1988 status is uncertain (Sáez and Bernal 2009) . These taxa inhabit grasslands and open shrubby formations on soils developed from diverse lithologies. They are endemic to the Iberian Peninsula, except for SPA, which is also present in southern France. They are diploid species with chromosome number 2n = 12 (Sutton 1988; Sáez and Bernal 2009 ) and genome sizes around 2C = 1.1 pg (Castro et al. 2012) , and they all seem to be predominantly allogamous (Valdés 1970) . The Iberian clade has been strongly supported as monophyletic by both concatenated and coalescentbased analyses of combined ITS and ptDNA sequences, and it is sister to a mostly North African clade of c. 20 taxa (Supplementary Fig. S1a available on Dryad; Fernández-Mazuecos et al. 2013a; Vigalondo et al. 2015) . Both the Iberian and North African clades constitute Linaria subsect. Versicolores, which is in turn sister to Linaria subsect. Elegantes (two species). Both subsections make up Linaria sect. Versicolores, one of the major clades of the toadflax genus (Fernández-Mazuecos et al. 2013b) . Divergence between the Iberian and North African clades has been dated back to the Pliocene or early Quaternary, and speciation of the Iberian clade is estimated to have happened in the late Quaternary, during the last million years, with high diversification rates (Supplementary Fig. S1a available on Dryad; Fernández-Mazuecos and Vargas 2011; Fernández-Mazuecos et al. 2013a; Fernández-Mazuecos and Vargas 2015) . Two major geographically-structured ptDNA lineages have been detected in the Iberian clade .
Morphometric Analysis
A morphometric analysis of all taxa included in the Iberian clade was performed following the methods of our previous study of INC and ONU (Vigalondo et al. 2015) . A full account of methods is found in Supplementary Appendix S2 available on Dryad. Specimens were obtained from herbaria (Supplementary Appendix S1 available on Dryad) and from the authors' collections (vouchers in BCB and MA). The selected characters included 24 quantitative and three qualitative variables (Supplementary Table S1 available on Dryad). Ten to thirty-three specimens per taxon were analyzed and one measure per character per specimen was taken. Specimens of two different flower color morphs of SAL (purple and yellow) were included, as well as three specimens collected in the locus classicus of CRA. The final morphometric data set included 166 samples.
To assess the morphological affinities between specimens and taxa, principal coordinate analysis (PCoA) was conducted using Gower's coefficient of similarity for mixed data (Gower 1971) . A discriminant function analysis (DFA) was then performed to reveal the main characters contributing to the morphological differentiation of taxa and to test the assignment of specimens to taxa using a cross-validation approach. The R package rgl (Adler and Murdoch 2016) was used to represent the first three axes of both the PCoA and DFA in 3D scatter plots with 95% confidence ellipses of concentration for the eight taxa. Distributions of quantitative characters were summarized in the form of beanplots using the R package beanplot (Kampstra 2008) . To evaluate the impact of sample size on the results, we repeated the PCoA and DFA analyses replacing the missing data with mean values, without obtaining significantly different results. We used the basic packages of R v3.2.5 (R Development Core Team 2016), ape (Paradis et al. 2004 ) and vegan (Oksanen et al. 2011) to construct the PCoA and MASS (Venables and Ripley 2002) herbarium specimens (MA, RNG). For each sampled individual, total genomic DNA was extracted from c. 20 mg of leaf tissue using a modified CTAB protocol (Doyle and Doyle 1987; Cullings 1992) . DNA concentrations were quantified using a Qubit 2.0 fluorometer (Invitrogen, CA, USA) with the dsDNA Broad-Range Assay Kit.
Genotyping-by-sequencing library preparation.-A GBS library was prepared using all DNA samples with the PstI-HF restriction enzyme and following previously published procedures (Elshire et al. 2011; Escudero et al. 2014; Grabowski et al. 2014 ) with some modifications. A full description of laboratory protocols is found in Supplemenatry Appendix S2 available on Dryad, and a summary is provided here. For each sample, 500 ng (where available) of genomic DNA were combined with 0.6 pmol of a sample specific barcode adapter and 0.6 pmol of common adapter (Supplementary Tables S2  and S3 available on Dryad). Each sample was digested with four units of PstI-HF (NEB, MA, USA) at 37ºC overnight. Adapters were ligated using 400 units of T4 DNA Ligase (NEB, MA, USA) at room temperature for 4 h. We combined 50 ng of each sample, and the pool was then purified with Agencourt AMPure XP (Beckman Coulter, CA, USA). DNA fragments were amplified for 15 PCR cycles starting from 35 ng of DNA and using NEB 2x Taq MasterMix (NEB, MA, USA). The PCR product was purified using different volume ratios of AMPure XP beads to sample, and fragment size distributions were assessed in a 2100 Bioanalyzer (Agilent Technologies, CA, USA; Supplementary Fig. S2 available on Dryad). The library with the optimal profile and concentration (AMPure to sample ratio 0.8:1, concentration 1.87 ng/l, average size 595 bp) was submitted to BGI-Europe (Copenhagen, Denmark) for 100 bp HiSeq 2000 Illumina sequencing. Quality control of sequencing results was conducted in FastQC 0.11.3 (Andrews 2010) .
Data assembly and genetic structure.-Assembly of GBS loci was performed using the pyRAD 3.0.61 pipeline (Eaton 2014) . The pyRAD procedure consisted of seven sequential steps, with parameters based on those recommended for single-end GBS data in the pyRAD documentation (http://dereneaton. com/software/pyrad/; see Supplementary Appendix S2 available on Dryad for details). Since phylogenetic results are known to be sensitive to the similarity threshold employed for within-sample and acrosssample sequence clustering (c) (Takahashi et al. 2014; Mastretta-Yanes et al. 2015; Shafer et al. 2016) , 16 assemblies of GBS loci were generated using a range of clustering thresholds from c = 0.80 to c = 0.95. Statistical base calling was conducted following Li et al. (2008) , with a minimum depth of coverage of six and a maximum of five Ns in consensus sequences. Filtering of putative paralogs was performed by setting a maximum of two alleles (corresponding to diploid organisms) and eight heterozygous sites per consensus sequence. Loci with a minimum taxon coverage (m, minimum number of samples with data) of four and a maximum of three individuals with shared polymorphic sites (as a further filter of putative paralogs) were retained. Additional assemblies were generated for particular downstream analyses by excluding specific individuals and varying the minimum taxon coverage (m = 10, m = 20; see below). Henceforth, assemblies are denoted as cXmY, with X being the clustering threshold and Y being the minimum taxon coverage (Table 2) .
Before starting phylogenetic analyses, we tested the correspondence between morphologically defined taxa and genetic clusters by analysing unlinked single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) matrices using three approaches: principal component analysis (PCA; Waterhouse et al. 2009 ), Neighbor-Net phylogenetic network estimation (Bryant and Moulton 2004) and Bayesian clustering (Pritchard et al. 2000; Corander et al. 2004 ) (see Supplementary Appendix S2 available on Dryad for details). As a result of these analyses, eight individuals of uncertain genetic identity, either because of their putative recent hybrid origin or low-quality sequencing results (>99% missing data in the final data sets) were excluded from downstream phylogenetic analyses.
Concatenation-based phylogenies.-Maximum likelihood (ML) analyses of the 16 full-sequence concatenated data sets obtained under 16 clustering threshold values were implemented in RAxML 8.2.8 (Stamatakis 2014) using the GTRCAT substitution model (Stamatakis 2006 ) during tree search, followed by evaluation and optimization of the final tree under GTRGAMMA. The four Linaria subsect. Elegantes samples were set as the outgroup.
Four alternative species-level topologies were found among the 16 ML trees (see Results). We selected four data sets, each yielding a distinct topology with high bootstrap support (BS) values, for further analysis and testing: c84m4, c85m4, c87m4, and c92m4. For these data sets, we additionally explored the performance of ML analyses based on concatenated SNP matrices (i.e. excluding invariant sites) using two acquisition Notes: Assembly parameters, data set sizes, completeness, and numbers of PICs are indicated.
bias corrections (Leaché et al. 2015a ) implemented in RAxML (see Supplementary Appendix S2 available on Dryad for details). The four full-sequence matrices were also analyzed using Bayesian inference (BI), as implemented in ExaBayes 1.4.1 (Aberer et al. 2014) , with the GTRGAMMA substitution model. To assess the sensitivity of the results to the minimum taxon coverage, assemblies generated with m = 10 and m = 20 and the same clustering threshold values (see Table 2 ) were analyzed by ML in RAxML using the same methods described above.
Coalescent-based phylogenies.-It is known that the concatenated approach may produce spurious phylogenetic results, particularly under high ILS, expected in rapid radiations. Among available gene-tree-based methods accounting for ILS, we selected NJ st (Liu and Yu 2011) because of the following features: it is able to infer the species tree from unrooted gene trees (outgroup samples would be absent from many gene trees in our data set, impeding the rooting of gene trees); it can accommodate missing data; and it can handle allele data from multiple individuals per species. The four selected data sets yielding contrasting topologies in concatenated analyses (c84m4, c85m4, c87m4, and c92m4) were separately analyzed as follows. For all loci showing variability, gene trees were estimated using RAxML with the GTR+GAMMA substitution model and 100 bootstrap replicates. Fifty multilocus bootstrap replicates (Seo 2008; Mallo 2015) were generated, thus resampling nucleotides within loci, as well as loci within the data set. The NJ st method was implemented on the 50 bootstrapped matrices using the R script NJstM (Mallo 2016) , which relies on the phybase package (Liu and Yu 2010) . A 50% majority-rule (MR) consensus tree was then built from the 50 bootstrap replicates in PAUP* 4 (Swofford 2002) . Additionally, assemblies generated with higher values of m (m = 10 and m = 20) and the same clustering threshold values (see Table 2 ) were analyzed using the same methods described above, to assess the sensitivity of the results to the minimum taxon coverage.
For the same data sets analyzed in NJ st , we additionally implemented the quartet-based method SVDquartets (Chifman and Kubatko 2014) , also accounting for ILS. This method can handle both unlinked SNP and multi-locus full-sequence data sets. Therefore, we analyzed both types of matrices generated under the same four clustering threshold values and three minimum taxon coverage values. Analyses were run in PAUP* 4 under the multispecies coalescent, evaluating all possible quartets. For each matrix, one hundred bootstrap replicates were conducted, and results were summarized in a 50% MR consensus tree.
Tests of alternative topologies.-To examine if alternative tree topologies could be statistically rejected by each of the four selected concatenated data sets (c84m4, c85m4, c87m4 and c92m4), topology tests were conducted. First, for each of the four sequence matrices, constrained ML analyses were conducted in RAxML using the four alternative species-level topologies encountered in unconstrained analyses (Topologies 1-4), the topologies obtained from coalescent-based NJ st (Topology 5) and SVDquartets (Topology 6) analyses and two additional topologies recovered from previous concatenated (Topology 7; Vigalondo et al. 2015) and coalescent-based (Topology 8; Fernández-Mazuecos et al. 2013a) analyses of ITS+ptDNA sequences. For each matrix, per-site log likelihoods using all constrained ML topologies were computed in RAxML under the GTR+GAMMA model, re-estimating model parameters for each tree. Then we used CONSEL v0.20 (Shimodaira and Hasegawa 2001) to calculate the P-values of topology tests, including the approximately unbiased (AU) test (Shimodaira 2002) , the Shimodaira-Hasegawa (SH) test (Shimodaira and Hasegawa 1999) and the weighted SH (WSH) test (Buckley et al. 2001) .
To visualize differences in the numbers of loci supporting alternative topologies, we used the "partitioned RAD" approach implemented in the R package RADami ). The numbers of loci supporting and disfavoring each of the eight constrained topologies generated for topology tests (see above) were compared for each of the four selected data sets. A set of unique trees was generated for each locus (by pruning the original eight trees to those tips present in each locus), and the log likelihood of each unique tree for each locus was calculated in RAxML under the GTR+GAMMA model. For each locus, trees were then ranked as supported if they were within two log likelihood units of the best supported tree for that locus, or disfavored if they were within two log likelihood units of the least supported tree for that locus. Finally, for each data set, the number of loci supporting or disfavoring each of the eight alternative trees was plotted against the tree log likelihood calculated using the concatenated matrix.
Hybridization analyses.-Coalescent-based species tree analyses provided two alternative topologies (see Results). We explored ancestral hybridization as a potential source of these conflicting results using two approaches: D-statistic tests (Durand et al. 2011; Eaton et al. 2015 ) and the pseudolikelihood-based phylogenetic network method SNaQ (Species Networks applying Quartets), which incorporates both ILS and hybridization, and employs unrooted gene trees (Solís-Lemus and Ané 2016).
Four-taxon D-statistic tests (ABBA-BABA tests) were conducted in pyRAD, including heterozygous sites (Durand et al. 2011; Eaton et al. 2015) . Analyses were performed on the c84m4, c85m4, c87m4, and c92m4 data sets using a set of selected individuals with good-quality sequencing, and assuming either the NJ st or the SVDquartets phylogeny as the species tree (representing the major vertical inheritance pattern, MVIP). For each data set, three sets of tests were conducted exploring the potential role of hybridization on the alternative positions of CLE and SPA in the NJ st , SVDquartets and concatenation-based trees (see Supplementary Appendix S2 available on Dryad for details).
The SNaQ method (Solís-Lemus and Ané 2016) was implemented using a small set of 27 individuals to reduce computational demand. For each of the c84m4, c85m4, c87m4, and c92m4 assemblies, ML gene trees were generated in RAxML and used as input for SNaQ analyses in PhyloNetworks 0.5.0. Since preliminary searches for an optimal network produced highly inconsistent results in independent runs, we focused on evaluating each of the NJ st and SVDquartets species trees as fixed candidate topologies representing the MVIP, both without reticulation and with reticulation events (hybrid edges) accounting for incongruences with the alternative species tree topology. After optimization, the fit of trees and networks to the data was evaluated based on pseudo-deviance values, and estimated inheritance probabilities (i.e. the proportion of genes contributed by each parental population to a hybrid taxon) were visualized.
Patterns of Morphological Evolution
Morphometric and phylogenomic data were integrated to investigate patterns of morphological evolution during the radiation of the study clade. A phylomorphospace approach, implemented in the R package phytools (Revell 2012) , was used to map the history of morphological diversification and explore the magnitude and direction of morphological changes (Sidlauskas 2008 ). The coalescent-based MR phylogenies obtained in NJ st and SVDquartets, which provided the most robust phylogenetic hypotheses (see below), were used. After estimating branch lengths by ML (see Supplementary Appendix S2 available on Dryad for details), both trees were projected onto the multivariate morphospace defined by the first three canonical discriminant functions of our DFA of vegetative and reproductive traits, with each taxon represented by the mean values of the functions for all examined individuals. The same approach was used to project the phylogeny into the two-dimensional flower morphospace defined by the geometric morphometric study of Fernández-Mazuecos et al. (2013a) , based on canonical variate (CV) analysis of landmark data. For comparison with geographic patterns of speciation, the phylogeny was also mapped onto the geographic distribution of the eight taxa in the Iberian Peninsula.
In addition, we investigated shifts in particular morphological characters and instances of phenotypic convergence by conducting ancestral state reconstructions (ASRs) in Mesquite 3.04 (Maddison and Maddison 2011 ) using the coalescentbased species trees (NJ st and SVDquartets). Maximum parsimony (MP) and ML methods were applied. Four key traits determining morphological diversity in the study clade were analyzed: habit (annual vs. perennial), inflorescence density (lax vs. dense), dominant corolla color (purple vs. yellow) and corolla shape. For corolla shape, three types based on geometric morphometric analyses were defined (Fernández-Mazuecos et al. 2013a ): type I (broad corolla tube and long nectar spur), type II (broad corolla tube and short nectar spur) and type III (narrow corolla tube and long nectar spur).
RESULTS
Morphometric Analysis
Morphometric analyses revealed the eight taxa in the Iberian clade of Linaria subsect. Versicolores as morphologically distinct units (Fig. 1a,b , Supplementary  Fig. S3 and Table S4 available on Dryad). Beanplots ( Supplementary Fig. S3 available on Dryad) depicted differences between taxa in particular morphological traits, especially between CLE and other taxa for stem length, flower pedicel length, spur width, and corolla/spur length ratio. The first three coordinates of the PCoA (explaining 54.8% of variance) depicted a complex morphospace (Fig. 1a) , with morphological 256 SYSTEMATIC BIOLOGY VOL. 67 affinities between individuals and taxa consistent with taxonomic expectations, and different degrees of morphological variation within taxa. VIS, SPA, and SAL displayed the highest overall morphological variation, while BEC, CLE and ALG displayed the smallest variation. Individuals of different species did not generally intermingle in the morphospace, despite some overlap of 95% confidence ellipses of concentration. CRA specimens were found to fall within the variation of SPA and were considered as SPA for the DFA analysis.
The first three canonical discriminant functions of the DFA (explaining 79.5% of variation among groups) clearly discriminated CLE from two other clusters of species, one formed by INC and ONU, and the other formed by ALG, BEC, SPA, SAL and VIS ( Fig. 1b ; Supplementary Table S5 available on Dryad). The isolation of CLE was mainly the result of significant differences in the ratio corolla/spur length (Supplementary Table S5 and Fig. S3 available on Dryad). In the DFA, 100% of cases were correctly classified in the original species grouping, and 96.98% in the crossvalidated cases, with ALG, BEC, and CLE showing 100% of correct classification (Supplementary Table S6 available on Dryad).
Phylogenomic Analysis
Data assembly and genetic structure.-Illumina sequencing provided c. 155 million raw reads, with a GC content of 43.05% and bases with quality >Q20 at 96.36%. Assessment in FastQC showed high quality throughout the full 100 bp length of the first reads and little signs of contamination (based on per sequence GC content). Assembly in pyRAD with a minimum taxon coverage of 4 and the full set of individuals resulted in a total number of loci between 21,283 and 36,435 and a concatenated length of 1.97-3.30 Mbp depending on the clustering threshold. Percentages of missing data were high (86.41-88.85%). The number of loci, concatenated length and percentage of missing data increased with the clustering threshold, while the number of parsimonyinformative characters (PICs) decreased (Table 2) . The steep increase in number of loci for the highest values of clustering threshold suggested "over-splitting," where orthologous sequences are divided into separate loci (Harvey et al. 2015) . The average number of loci per species of the study clade ranged between 2630 (VIS) and 4464 (BEC), and the number of sequenced loci per individual decreased quickly with sample age ( Supplementary Fig. S4 available on Dryad), with four herbarium specimens of VIS older than 25 years producing low-quality results. After excluding problematic individuals, similar numbers of loci and percentages of missing data were found when using a minimum taxon coverage of 4. When increasing the minimum taxon coverage, the percentage of missing data improved, but the number of loci, concatenated length and number of PICs decreased dramatically (Table 2) .
SNP-based genetic structure analyses produced qualitatively similar results across data sets. Genetic Results of morphometric and genetic structure analyses of the eight taxa included in the Iberian clade of Linaria subsect. Versicolores (see Table 1 Table 2 ). Numbers above branches are percentage bootstrap values from ML analyses. Numbers below branches are posterior probabilities from Bayesian analyses in ExaBayes. e) Coalescent-based species tree obtained using the NJ st method, after estimation of unrooted gene trees by ML in RAxML with 100 bootstrap replicates. The 50% MR consensus of 50 multilocus bootstrap replicates is shown. The same MR topology was obtained from four genotyping-by-sequencing data sets assembled using different clustering thresholds (c84m4, c85m4, c87m4, c92m4; see Table 2 ). Numbers above branches are multilocus bootstrap support values (in percentage) from the c84m4 and c85m4 data sets. Numbers below branches are multilocus bootstrap support values from the c87m4 and c92m4 data sets. f) Coalescent-based species tree obtained using the SVDquartets method with 100 bootstrap replicates. The 50% MR consensus obtained from the same four data sets is shown. Numbers above branches are bootstrap support values from the c84m4 and c85m4 data sets. Numbers below branches are bootstrap support values from the c87m4 and c92m4 data sets. g and h) Fixed network topologies evaluated in a coalescent with hybridization framework using the SNaQ method: g) a network with the NJ st tree as major vertical inheritance pattern (MVIP) and reticulations representing incongruences with the SVDquartets tree, and h) a network with the SVDquartets tree as MVIP and reticulations representing incongruences with the NJ st tree. The four values attached to hybrid edges represent inheritance probabilities (i.e., the proportions of genes contributed by each parental population to a hybrid taxon) estimated from the c84m4, c85m4, c87m4, and c92m4 data sets, respectively. clusters broadly corresponding with morphologically defined taxa were recovered by PCA (Fig. 1c) , NeighborNet ( Supplementary Fig. S5a available on Dryad) and Bayesian clustering ( Supplementary Fig. S5b available on Dryad) analyses. The CRA individual was consistently included in the SPA cluster. Individuals of the two color morphs of SAL were consistently included in the same genetic cluster. Eight individuals with uncertain genetic affinities were excluded from further analyses, including six individuals of VIS, one of SPA and one of ONU (see Supplementary Appendix S2 available on Dryad for details).
Concatenation-based phylogenies.-ML phylogenetic analyses of the 16 data sets supported the monophyly of the Iberian clade of Linaria subsect. Versicolores and its sister relationship to the North African clade (Fig. 2a-d, Supplementary Fig. S6 available on Dryad). The eight taxa were recovered as monophyletic groups with 100% BS, and four alternative species-level topologies were obtained (Figs 2a-d and 3 ). Three pairs of sister species were consistently recovered from all data sets: (BEC,SAL), (VIS,ONU) and (SPA,INC). In contrast, two species displayed two alternative phylogenetic placements each with variable BS: CLE was recovered 258 SYSTEMATIC BIOLOGY VOL. 67 as either sister to a clade formed by the remaining seven species (8 data sets, e.g. Fig. 2c,d ) or sister to the (BEC,SAL) clade (8 data sets, e.g. Fig. 2a,b) ; and ALG was recovered as either sister to a ((VIS,ONU),(SPA,INC)) clade (10 data sets, e.g. Fig. 2a,d ) or sister to the (SPA,INC) clade (6 data sets, e.g. Fig. 2b,c) . The c84m4, c85m4, c87m4, and c92m4 data sets were selected as representatives of the four alternative topologies (Topologies 1-4) for further analysis because of their high average BS for species-level divergences. Topologies produced by ML analyses of concatenated SNP matrices fell within the range of topologies produced by full-sequence analyses (Supplementary Fig. S7 ; see Appendix S2 available on Dryad for details).
BI phylogenetic analyses of the c84m4, c85m4, c87m4, and c92m4 data sets recovered MR trees topologically identical to the ML trees obtained from the same data sets, and displaying high posterior probabilities (PP ≈ 1) for all species divergences ( Fig. 2a-d) . When increasing the minimum taxon coverage parameter, ML analyses ( Supplementary Fig. S6 available on Dryad) displayed varied topologies with a general decrease in statistical support of clades (particularly for m = 20).
Coalescent-based phylogenies.-Unlike the contrasting topologies obtained from concatenated analyses, coalescent-based NJ st analyses of the c84m4, c85m4, c87m4, and c92m4 data sets produced identical MR topologies, although with variable BS values (Fig. 2e,  Supplementary Fig. S8 available on Dryad). The monophyly of the Iberian clade of Linaria subsect. Versicolores (98-100% BS) and its sister relationship to the North African clade were strongly supported. Two major, geographically structured subclades were recovered within the Iberian clade (Figs 2e, 4a, and 5): a clade formed by SAL, BEC and CLE, endemic to the south-eastern Iberian Peninsula (74-94% BS); and a clade formed by VIS, ONU, ALG, SPA, and INC, mostly distributed in the western Iberian Peninsula (100% BS in all analyses). Within the south-eastern Iberian clade, SAL was recovered as sister to a (BEC, CLE) clade. This phylogenetic position of CLE as sister to BEC (94-100% BS) was not recovered from concatenated analyses. Within the western Iberian clade, two sister species pairs found in the NJ st tree were also consistently recovered from concatenated analyses: (VIS, ONU) (100% BS in all analyses) and (SPA, INC) (88-100% BS). ALG was recovered as sister to the (SPA, INC) pair, one of the two alternative positions identified in concatenated analyses. When increasing the minimum taxon coverage parameter to m = 10, we obtained the same MR topology for all data sets, although with lower BS values. For m = 20, there was a general loss of resolution, including basal polytomies and poor BS values ( Supplementary Fig. S8 available on Dryad).
SVDquartets analyses produced another topology (Fig. 2f, Supplementary Fig. S8 available on Dryad) that was highly robust to variations in clustering threshold Fig. 3 ) included the four alternative optimal topologies produced by concatenated analyses of the same four data sets (Topologies 1-4; Fig. 2a-d) , the topologies produced by coalescent-based NJ st (Topology 5; Fig. 2e ), and SVDquartets (Topology 6; Fig. 2f ) analyses of all four data sets and two topologies produced by previouslypublished analyses of internal transcribed spacer and plastid DNA sequences (Topologies 7, 8 and minimum taxon coverage. The monophyly of the Iberian clade (98-100% BS for analyses with m = 4) and its sister relationship to the North African clade were again strongly supported, but there were two differences with the NJ st tree: CLE was consistently recovered as sister to a clade formed by the remaining seven species (100% BS), and SPA was found to form a clade (69-97% BS) with the (VIS, ONU) pair (75-88% BS). The same topology was obtained for all analyses with m = 10 and three out of four analyses with m = 20 ( Supplementary Fig. S8 available on Dryad).
Tests of alternative topologies.-The two topologies obtained in previous analyses of ITS+ptDNA sequences (Topologies 7, 8) were strongly rejected by all tests implemented for all analyzed GBS data sets (Table 3 ). The
SVDquartets tree (Topology 6) was rejected by all tests for the c85m4, c87m4, and c92m4 data sets. None of the remaining five topologies (four concatenated and NJ st ) were consistently rejected. SH tests could not reject any of these five topologies for any of the data sets, while WSH tests only rejected the NJ st topology (topology 5) for the c92m4 data set. AU tests rejected the NJ st topology for the c87m4 and c92m4 data sets and one of the concatenationbased topologies (topology 2) for the c92m4 data set. All remaining P-values were nonsignificant (Table 3) . Topologies 7 and 8 were also consistently supported by the smallest numbers of loci and disfavored by the highest numbers of loci (Fig. 3) . The ML tree for each concatenated data set was also supported by the highest number and disfavored by the smallest number of loci. The remaining coalescent-and concatenationbased topologies were supported and disfavored by intermediate numbers of loci, with the NJ st tree being consistently supported by more loci than the SVDquartets tree (Fig. 3) .
Hybridization analyses.-When assuming the NJ st species tree as MVIP in D-statistic tests, we found clear evidence for an excess of shared derived alleles between BEC and SAL in three of the data sets (24-30% of significant tests depending on the data set) but weaker evidence for an excess of shared derived alleles between SPA and VIS/ONU (8-13% of significant tests) (Table 4) . When assuming the SVDquartets species tree as MVIP, the tests (Table 4) found evidence for an excess of shared derived alleles between SPA and INC (24-41% of significant tests), and between BEC and CLE (18-35% of significant tests).
Evaluation of the NJ st and SVDquartets trees without reticulations in SNaQ (Table 5 , Fig. 2g,h ) consistently supported the NJ st tree for all analyzed data sets. When including reticulations accounting for incongruences between species tree topologies, three data sets (c85m4, c87m4, and c92m4) supported the NJ st topology as MVIP, while the c84m4 data set supported the SVDquartets topology (although in this case with a small difference in pseudo-deviance values). For the best supported network (with the NJ st tree as MVIP), CLE was estimated to contain a 81-85% genomic contribution from a lineage sister to BEC and 15-19% from an ancestral lineage sister to the other seven species of the clade. Similarly, SPA was estimated to contain a 81-87% contribution from a lineage sister to INC and a 13-19% contribution from a lineage sister to the (VIS, ONU) clade.
Patterns of Morphological Evolution
The phylomorphospace based on vegetative and reproductive traits and the NJ st species tree (Fig. 4b) suggested that SAL has retained morphological traits close to those of the common ancestor of the Iberian clade, while other species have experienced extensive morphological change in multiple directions. Changes of great magnitude in opposite directions of the morphospace are inferred during the divergence of pairs of sister species, including BEC/CLE, VIS/ONU and, to a lesser extent, SPA/INC. At the same time, convergence is suggested by the proximity in the morphospace of nonclosely related species pairs, such as INC/ONU, BEC/ALG and SAL/SPA. When focusing on flower shape (Fig. 4c) , morphological disparity between sister species was even more striking. The ancestral flower for the clade seems to have had a corolla with a broad tube and relatively long nectar spur (Type I), a basic shape that has been retained by five species in both subclades (SAL, BEC, SPA, VIS and ALG). Speciation in the sister species pairs VIS/ONU and SPA/INC involved extensive change in flower shape along CV1, which independently gave rise to narrow-tubed, longspurred flowers (Type III) in ONU and INC. By contrast, speciation of the BEC/CLE pair involved extensive change along CV2, producing the short-spurred, broadtubed flowers (Type II) of CLE. The longest-spurred Type I flowers (with the lowest values of CV2) have evolved independently in BEC (sister to CLE) and ALG. Mapping of the phylogeny onto geographic ranges showed that pairs of morphologically divergent sister species display geographically close or even overlapping distributions ( Broadly similar patterns of morphological evolution were inferred from the SVDquartets tree ( Supplementary Fig. S9c -f available on Dryad), including extensive morphological change associated with speciation events, as well as phenotypic convergence. In phylomorphospace analyses, the main differences resulted from the early-diverging position of CLE in this tree. As a consequence, the extensive morphological change leading to CLE was associated with the first speciation event in the Iberian clade, instead of a more recent divergence with BEC.
DISCUSSION
GBS, an Effective Method to Resolve Recent Radiations
Our genotyping-by-sequencing approach proved successful in generating highly informative genomewide genetic markers, not only across the recent (Quaternary) radiation of our 8-species study clade, but also across the whole Linaria sect. Versicolores, whose most recent common ancestor has been dated back to the late Miocene-Pliocene (Fernández-Mazuecos and Vargas 2011; Fernández-Mazuecos et al. 2013a ). Regardless of the method used for phylogenetic inference, inferred Tree log−likelihood, full data matrix Number of loci disfavoring tree −4296000 −4293000 −4290000 500 600 700 800 900
Tree log−likelihood, full data matrix Number of loci supporting tree −4296000 −4293000 −4290000 400 500 600 700 800
Tree log−likelihood, full data matrix Number of loci disfavoring tree −4229000 −4226000 −4223000 400 500 600 700 800
Tree log−likelihood, full data matrix Number of loci supporting tree −4229000 −4226000 −4223000 400 500 600 700 800
Tree log−likelihood, full data matrix Number of loci disfavoring tree −4198000 −4195000 −4192000 500 600 700 800 900
Tree log−likelihood, full data matrix Number of loci supporting tree −4198000 −4195000 −4192000 400 500 600 700 800
Tree log−likelihood, full data matrix Number of loci disfavoring tree FIGURE 3. Numbers of loci supporting and disfavoring constrained concatenated trees with eight alternative topologies (1-8, left) in four genotyping-by-sequencing data sets assembled using different clustering thresholds (c84m4, c85m4, c87m4, c92m4; right; see Table 2 ). Topologies 1-4 are the four alternative optimal topologies respectively produced by concatenated analyses of the same four data sets (see Fig. 2a-d) . Topology 5 is the one produced by coalescent-based analyses of all four data sets in NJ st (see Fig. 2e ). Topology 6 is the one produced by coalescent-based analyses of all four data sets in SVDquartets (see Fig. 2f ). Topologies 7 and 8 were produced by previously published concatenated (Topology 7) and coalescent-based (Topology 8) analyses of combined ITS and ptDNA sequences (Fernández-Mazuecos et al. 2013a; Vigalondo et al. 2015) . For each data set, numbers of loci significantly supporting and disfavoring each tree topology are plotted against the log-likelihood of the tree when using the full concatenated matrix. Black dots represent the ML tree for each data set. White dots represent constrained trees that were significantly rejected by Shimodaira-Hasegawa tests, and grey dots represent constrained trees that were not significantly rejected (see Table 3 ). Notes: Three individuals per species of the Iberian clade and four individuals from different species of the North African clade were selected, and introgression hypotheses potentially explaining topological differences between the two species trees obtained in coalescent-based analyses (Fig. 2e,f) were tested. For each set of tests, we show the number of tests conducted using different combinations of individuals (N) and the percentage of significant tests (P < 0.05) for ABBA >BABA (potential introgression between P2 and P3) and BABA >ABBA (potential introgression between P1 and P3). Notes: Four reduced data sets with 27 individuals were used to evaluate four fixed topologies, including the NJ st and SVDquartets species tree topologies without reticulations (Fig. 2e,f) , the NJ st tree as major vertical inheritance pattern (MVIP) with reticulations representing incongruences with the SVDquartets tree (Fig. 2g) , and the SVDquartets tree as MVIP with hybrid edges representing incongruences with the NJ st tree (Fig. 2h) . Lower pseudo-deviance values indicate a better fit.
basal relationships (i.e., the monophyly and sister relationship of the Iberian and North African clades of subsect. Versicolores; Figs 2 and 4a) were identical to those obtained using conventional phylogenetic markers. The two major subclades within the Iberian clade supported by coalescent-based analyses of GBS data in NJ st (Fig. 4a ) broadly corresponded to those already obtained (with varying support) in a coalescentbased analysis of ITS and ptDNA sequences and in a concatenated analysis of ptDNA sequences (but they were inconsistent with those obtained using ITS sequences alone) (Fernández-Mazuecos et al. 2013a; Fernández-Mazuecos and Vargas 2015) . However, apart from major subclades, previous species-level topologies found little support in our genome-wide data, and comparatively more reliable phylogenetic hypotheses were inferred herein. In addition, genetic structure analyses recovered unprecedented resolution of species boundaries, as shown by the congruence between inferred genetic clusters and morphologically-defined species (Fig. 1, Supplementary Fig. S5 available on Dryad). Therefore, despite the uncertainties remaining (possibly explained by hybridization; see below), our results show that GBS can provide unprecedented systematic and phylogenetic resolution in recent radiations where conventional markers failed, and without the need for previous genomic information (Escudero et al. 2014) . Given their relatively simple and inexpensive implementation, GBS and similar methods of the GBS/RAD-Seq family may be universally and routinely applicable by systematic biologists as a NGS-based replacement to conventional phylogenetic approaches (Ree and Hipp 2015; de la Harpe et al. 2017; Hamon et al. 2017) . Indeed, after DNA extraction, GBS library preparation can be carried out in 2-3 days using equipment available in most molecular systematic laboratories, and successful results may be obtained by multiplexing c.100 individuals in a single HiSeq Illumina lane (although the allowed level of multiplexing would depend on genome sizes and GC content as well as number of reads per lane). Interestingly, even though recently collected tissue is clearly preferable due to a decline in sequencing success with sample age as a result of DNA degradation, we still obtained >1000 sequenced loci with herbarium samples as old as 20-30 years ( Supplementary Fig. S4 available on Dryad; but see an improved method for highly degraded DNA samples in Suchan et al. 2016 ). Compared to the RAD-Seq procedure (Baird et al. 2008) , which has been more widely used in phylogenetic and population genetic studies in recent years, the GBS protocol of Elshire et al. (2011) has the advantage of a much simpler protocol for library preparation, including fewer purification steps (thus increasing the probability of success with low-starting amounts) and of not requiring accurate size selection of DNA fragments (therefore involving less specialized equipment). The main drawback of GBS, particularly when applied to phylogenetics, is the high proportion of missing data in the assembled data sets (Table 2 ). This problem is shared by RAD-Seq, although to a lesser extent thanks to size selection. Data sets with lower percentages of missing data may be obtained by increasing the minimum taxon coverage, therefore restricting the final data set to those loci that were sequenced in a high-percentage of individuals. Still, simulations show that accurate phylogenies can be obtained from data sets including vast amounts of missing data (Rubin et al. 2012) . Furthermore, increasing the minimum taxon coverage may result in the loss of valuable phylogenetic information due to reduced data set size and a biased representation of the mutation spectrum across sequenced loci (Huang and Knowles 2014) . This is consistent with our empirical results, in which the numbers of loci dramatically decreased when increasing the minimum taxon coverage (Table 2) , resulting in a loss of phylogenetic resolution in both concatenated and coalescent-based analyses (Supplementary Figs S6 and S8 available on Dryad). Nevertheless, more complete GBS data sets may be obtained, at the same time preventing information loss, by multiplexing smaller numbers of samples per Illumina lane (thus increasing sequencing coverage) and optimizing the quality of starting DNA.
Concatenation Versus Coalescent-Based Approaches to GBS
Phylogenetics A concatenation approach has been widely used for the analysis of restriction digest-based phylogenomic data sets (e.g., Nadeau et al. 2013; Wagner et al. 2013; Escudero et al. 2014; Hipp et al. 2014; Cavender-Bares et al. 2015) . In particular, ML in RAxML is the current standard for concatenated analysis thanks to its high efficiency with large data matrices. However, there are several well-known drawbacks of concatenated analysis (Wagner et al. 2013) . Concatenation assumes a shared phylogenetic history for all sequenced genes, and therefore it is inconsistent in the presence of gene tree discordance caused by ILS and hybridization (Kubatko and Degnan 2007; . Accuracy of species phylogenies inferred by concatenation relies on the most frequent gene tree topology being the same as the species tree topology, but "anomaly zones" exist under certain conditions (involving short branch lengths) in which the most likely gene tree topology differs from the species tree (Degnan and Rosenberg 2006) . Additionally, as phylogenomic data sets grow larger, concatenation is more likely to produce anomalously high statistical support for incorrect topologies as a result of systematic biases (Gadagkar et al. 2005; Kumar et al. 2011) . Bias may result from the specification of a single substitution model, which assumes substitution rate homogeneity across the whole data set. Partitioned analysis may prevent this problem, but it may be computationally problematic with high numbers of loci. Issues with orthology determination and alignment can also result in biases (Kumar et al. 2011) , which may be alleviated if a sequenced genome is available as reference for data assembly. Finally, another well-known cause of bias is long-branch attraction, which may be mitigated by a complete taxonomic sampling and by avoiding those methods that are more sensitive to it, such as parsimony (Bergsten 2005) .
Analyses of our GBS data sets highlight such shortcomings of concatenation. The high statistical support, as measured by both ML bootstrap and Bayesian posterior probabilities, for alternative topologies (Fig. 2a-d) is a sign of systematic bias (Kumar et al. 2011) resulting from the different clustering thresholds. This is true for both concatenated full-sequence and SNP matrices (Supplementary Figs S6 and S7 available on Dryad). Indeed, changes in the clustering threshold produce contrasting optimal topologies (with alternative phylogenetic positions for two species) as a result of significant changes in the numbers of loci supporting and disfavoring alternative trees (Fig. 3) . Interestingly, in contrast to the misleading confidence suggested by BS and PP values, topology tests revealed no such certainty, as they were generally unable to reject topologies produced by alternative GBS data sets (they did reject previously-published topologies based on only two loci; Table 3 ). This bias potentially introduced during data assembly at the crucial steps of orthology determination casts doubts on any concatenation analysis based on a fixed clustering threshold. While methods have been proposed to optimize clustering parameters (Mastretta-Yanes et al. 2015) , the significant topological changes that we found associated with small changes in the clustering 264 SYSTEMATIC BIOLOGY VOL. 67 threshold (as small as 1%; Fig. 2a-d) indicate that multiple analyses based on a range of values (Takahashi et al. 2014; Leaché et al. 2015b) , combined with topology tests, are still necessary to evaluate if high clade support values provide a realistic measurement of confidence.
In contrast to concatenation, gene-tree-based coalescent methods have been less frequently used for the inference of species trees from restriction digest-based NGS data. The short length of sequenced loci when analyzing single-end data (c. 100-200 bp) may result in poorly informative gene trees based on individual loci, which may be a problem for species tree inference (Salichos and Rokas 2013; Mirarab et al. 2016) , and full probabilistic methods co-estimating gene trees and species trees (Liu 2008; Heled and Drummond 2010) are generally unable to handle large NGS data sets (Wagner et al. 2013) . Unlike full probabilistic methods, summary methods that operate by combining previously estimated gene trees (e.g. Liu and Yu 2011; Mirarab et al. 2014 ) are computationally efficient with large data sets. Even with short loci, one of these methods (NJ st ) allowed us to infer a resolved species tree (Figs 2e and 4a) , showing that the implementation of summary methods is computationally feasible with GBS and RAD-Seq data (see also Ebel et al. 2015; DaCosta and Sorenson 2016) . Moreover, the same species tree was produced by this coalescent method from data sets assembled using different clustering thresholds that produced contrasting topologies in concatenation analyses and, furthermore, the NJ st topology could not be rejected by a majority of topology tests using the concatenated data sets (Table 3 ). The NJ st topology was similar to the concatenation-based topologies, with one of the problematic species, ALG, consistently recovered at one of the two alternative positions of the concatenated analyses (although with varying support). By contrast, the other problematic species, CLE, was recovered as sister to BEC, a relationship not found in concatenated analyses but biogeographically reasonable, given the close proximity of the two species' narrow distributions (Fig. 5) . All other species remained at the phylogenetic placements found in concatenation analyses.
As an alternative to gene-tree-based methods, coalescent-based approaches that bypass the inference of gene trees have been proposed (Bryant et al. 2012; Chifman and Kubatko 2014 ) and applied to RAD-Seq data sets (DaCosta and Sorenson 2016; Manthey et al. 2016) . We tested the performance of the SVDquartets method, which infers relationships among quartets of taxa using algebraic statistics (Chifman and Kubatko 2014) . While poor resolution and support values were recovered when analyzing unlinked SNP matrices ( Supplementary Fig. S8 available on Dryad), analyses of full-sequence matrices produced a well-supported topology that was highly robust to variations in assembly parameters (Fig. 2f, Supplementary Fig. S8 available on Dryad), but different to the NJ st topology. In the SVDquartets tree, CLE was sister to the remaining seven species, a position encountered in some concatenated analyses. SPA was related to VIS and ONU, a position only obtained for one concatenated data set (c84m20; Supplementary Fig. S6 available on Dryad), but consistent with the close proximity of these tree species in the SNP-based PCA (Fig. 1c) .
Robustness of phylogenetic patterns across methods and data is considered crucial in phylogenomics (Kumar et al. 2011) . The constancy of the NJ st and SVDquartets species trees across data sets indicates that coalescent analyses may be more robust than concatenation to systematic bias introduced during data set assembly. This result adds to the list of advantages of coalescent methods over concatenation, including their accuracy in the presence of gene tree discordance caused by ILS (Mirarab et al. 2016) and their more realistic measures of clade statistical support (Giarla and Esselstyn 2015) .
The question remains as to the robustness of our results to the violation of the main assumption of most coalescent methods, i.e. the absence of interspecific gene flow. Indeed, historical hybridization may be behind the contrasting topologies of the NJ st and SVDquartets trees. We minimized the effect of recent hybridization by excluding individuals suggested as hybrids by genetic structure analyses. However, D-statistic tests (Table 4) still supported ancestral hybridization events during diversification of the clade, as indicated by significant asymmetries in the sharing of derived alleles between nonsister species when using either tree as the major vertical inheritance pattern. These results show that a fully bifurcating species tree is an oversimplified representation of the diversification of young clades. Simulations indicate that coalescent methods, including NJ st , are able to infer the correct dominant species tree in the presence of low levels of gene flow, given a sufficiently large number of genes . With high levels of gene flow, coalescent methods may not be able to recover the true dominant topology, but they are still more accurate than concatenation . We propose that both coalescentbased topologies (and possibly the concatenation-based topologies to an extent) obtained from our GBS data represent different aspects of a reticulate history of diversification (Fig. 4a) . At the same time, we favor the NJ st tree over the SVDquartets tree as the current best estimate of the major pattern of speciation based on the following lines of evidence: (i) the NJ st tree generally fitted the data better in SNaQ analyses, both with and without hybridization (Table 5) ; (ii) the SVDquartets tree was more frequently rejected in topology tests (Table 3) ; and (iii) the NJ st tree was supported by more gene trees (Fig. 3) . In any case, we cannot minimize the potential role of homoploid hybrid speciation, already suggested for other Linaria clades (Blanco-Pastor et al. 2012 ; see also Nieto Feliner et al. 2017) . The origin of L. clementei is particularly intriguing, as it may have involved hybridization between an early-diverging lineage and a recently derived one (probably with a higher contribution of the latter according to SNaQ analyses; Table 5 ; Fig. 2g ).
Phenotypic Divergence and Convergence during Speciation
Our combination of multivariate morphometric, genetic structure, and coalescent-based phylogenetic analyses for the first time provide a well-resolved picture of systematics and patterns of morphological evolution in a Mediterranean plant lineage, the Iberian clade of Linaria subsect. Versicolores. The data support a systematic hypothesis with eight morphologically and genetically distinct species. Taxonomic notes are provided in Supplementary Appendix S1 available on Dryad. Our results are essentially consistent with previous taxonomic revisions (Sutton 1988; Sáez and Bernal 2009) , except that L. salzmannii had been generally considered a subspecies of L. viscosa (L. viscosa subsp. spicata) but is now supported as a distinct species as a result of both taxa being independently derived in all phylogenetic analyses (Figs 2 and 4a ; see also Blanca et al. 2017) . A flower color polymorphism within L. salzmannii (Boissier 1841; Sáez and Bernal 2009 ) is confirmed, as shown by the morphological and genetic similarity of the yellow-and purple-flowered morphs, and L. becerrae is well supported as distinct from L. salzmannii (Blanca et al. 2017) . The morphologically similar (particularly in flower traits) L. spartea and L. viscosa are established as genetically distinct and nonsister species ( Supplementary Fig. S5 available on Dryad, Figs 2 and 4a), although further population genetic sampling would be required to determine the exact limits of their geographic ranges. Finally, plants collected in the locus classicus of L. viscosa subsp. crassifolia are found to fall within the morphological and genetic variation of L. spartea (Fig. 1, Supplementary Figs S5 and S3 available on Dryad).
Mapping of morphological traits and geography onto the NJ st phylogeny (which we consider a good estimate of major speciation events) shows a pattern in which closely related species have geographically close or overlapping distributions, but they are strikingly divergent in phenotypic traits, and potentially ecological interactions (Figs 4 and 5, Supplementary Fig. S9a ,b available on Dryad). At the same time, unrelated species have evolved convergent phenotypes in different geographic regions. This pattern has been found in large scale replicated island radiations (Mahler et al. 2013) , but is documented here for a smaller scale radiation in a continental setting (see Hughes and Eastwood 2006; Mittelbach and Schemske 2015) . The deeper splits show a geographic pattern, reflecting the progressive colonization of the Iberian Peninsula during the Quaternary (Fernández-Mazuecos et al. 2013a; Fernández-Mazuecos and Vargas 2015) . The major phylogenetic split between south-eastern and western species coincides with a phylogeographic discontinuity found for ptDNA markers . There is no clear pattern of morphological differentiation linked to this split, as indicated by the phylomorphospace based on both vegetative and reproductive characters (Fig. 4b) . In contrast, extensive morphological divergence is associated with recent splits between sister species (Fig. 4b,c, Supplementary Fig. S9a ,b available on Dryad). This is particularly true for floral traits related to pollinator specialization (Fenster et al. 2004) , including corolla color, corolla shape, nectar spur length and tube width. Three recent splits between sister species are revealed by the phylogeny. One of them, in the south-eastern subclade, has led to the divergent flower morphologies of L. clementei and L. becerrae, respectively displaying the shortest and one of the two longest nectar spurs in the clade (Fig. 4) . In addition, L. clementei is the only perennial species in the clade, which adds to the singularity of this species (see also DFA results; Fig. 1b ) and its phenotypic divergence with the annual L. becerrae. The two other recent speciation events, in the western subclade, L. viscosa-L. onubensis in southwestern Iberia and L. spartea-L. incarnata in central Iberia, also represent high degrees of phenotypic divergence. Interestingly, they have both followed nearly identical pathways of floral change in different geographic regions, including divergence in corolla color (yellow in L. viscosa and L. spartea, and purple-dominated in their sisters L. onubensis and L. incarnata), corolla tube width (broad in L. viscosa and L. spartea, narrow in L. onubensis and L. incarnata), and overall flower shape (with parallel divergence along the first axis of the geometric morphometric analysis) (Fig. 4, Supplementary Fig. S9a ,b available on Dryad). The most likely floral ancestral morphology for the western subclade, and for the two pairs of sister species, corresponds to a purple corolla with broad tube and type I shape. L. algarviana is the only species in the subclade that has retained this ancestral morphology (except for its elongated nectar spur), while convergent changes have happened in the two other pairs of sister species: a yellow corolla has independently evolved in L. spartea and L. viscosa from purple-flowered ancestors, and a narrow-tubed, type III corolla has independently evolved in L. onubensis and L. incarnata from broad-tubed, Type I ancestors (Fig. 4, Supplementary Fig. S9a ,b available on Dryad). Broad-and narrow-tubed flowers have been suggested as distinct evolutionary optima representing divergent strategies of pollen placement on nectar-feeding insects (Fernández-Mazuecos et al. 2013a ). Other instances of phenotypic convergence in geographically disjunct species include the additional shift to a yellow from a purple-dominated corolla in most of the range of L. salzmannii, the independent evolution of dense inflorescences from lax inflorescences in the southeastern subclade and L. viscosa, and the independent evolution of the longest nectar spurs in L. becerrae and L. algarviana (Fig. 4, Supplementary Fig. S9a ,b available on Dryad).
General patterns of morphological evolution are similar when analyzing the SVDquartets tree ( Supplementary Fig. S9c-f (Fernández-Mazuecos et al. 2013a ) and in Linaria sect. Supinae (Blanco-Pastor et al. 2015) , pointing to a general pattern in the genus.
In summary, our results indicate a higher robustness of coalescent approaches, as compared to concatenation, for GBS-based species phylogenetics. In our study clade, combined roles of geographical and ecological isolation in speciation are suggested, together with a likely role of hybridization. Recent speciation events involve extensive divergence in key traits linked to pollinator interactions, such as the length of the nectar spur, considered a key innovation and a model system for eco-evo-devo studies of plant speciation (Fernández-Mazuecos and Glover 2017). These patterns suggest adaptive, ecological diversification, including cases of "parallel speciation" likely associated with similar isolating barriers and selective pressures in different regions.
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